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[57] ABSTRACT 
A received ultrasonic phase matching circuit of the 
present invention, which utilizes variable delay lines 
having short delay times as the structural element of 
variable focus means having a larger aperture and real 
izes focusing to the regions from the region near the 
surface of object and to the deeper region thereof, com 
prises variable attenuators to be controlled individually 
and variable delay lines having the equal maximum 
delay times also to be controlled individually to the 
respective receiving channels forming the maximum 
aperture for reception of the ultrasonic echoes to form 
variable aperture by controlling variable attenuators 
and distribution of delay times for focusing in the aper 
ture using only the variable delay times belonging to 
such aperture and add and combine the receiving sig 
nals delayed by the variable delay lines in the beam 
steering means. 

1 Claim, 2 Drawing Sheets 
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RECEIVED ULTRASONIC PHASE MATCHING 
CIRCUIT 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present invention relates to a received ultrasonic 
phase matching circuit to be used in an ultrasonic diag 
nostic apparatus and more speci?cally to a received 
ultrasonic wave phase matching circuit which continu 
ously changes, during the receiving period, the ultra 
sonic wave echo receiving focus and aperture. 

PRIOR ART 

In an ultrasonic diagnostic apparatus, the ultrasonic 
wave echo receiving focus and aperture are continu 
ously changed to make a resolution of B-mode image 
high and uniform at the range from the shallow region 
of object to the deep region thereof depending on the 
depth of echo generating point while the echo of one 
sound line is received. This is to obtain uniform and 
high resolution by making constant a ratio of focal dis 
tance and aperture, namely the F number during recep 
tion of echo. A prior art of the circuit to realize such 
function is shown in FIG. 3. In the circuit of FIG. 3, the 
receiving signals of individual transducer elements of 
the ultrasonic wave transducer array not illustrated are 
supplied to a plurality of channels 11-19 forming the 
maximum aperture to receive the ultrasonic wave echo 
of the one sound line and the receiving signal of each 
channel is respectively attenuated by a plurality of vari 
able attenuators 21-29 forming a variable aperture 
means 2, delayed by a plurality of variable delay lines 
31-39 forming a variable focus means 3 and is then input 
to a plurality of input lines of a matrix switch circuit 4. 
The matrix switch circuit 4 comprises therein a plurality 
of input lines extending in horizontal and a plurality of 
output lines extending in vertical, has switches arranged 
at the intersecting points of these input lines and output 
lines and is designed to connect the desired input lines 
to the desired output lines by controlling ON and OFF 
conditions of respective switches. A plurality of output 
lines of matrix switch circuit 4 are respectively con 
nected with the taps of a ?xed delay line 5 having a 
plurality of taps. The receiving signals of a plurality of 
channels can be input to the desired taps of fixed delay 
line 5 by controlling ON and OFF conditions of the 
switches of the matrix switch circuit 4. From the output 
ends of delay line 5, the signals input to respective taps 
are output with addition of the delay time correspond 
ing to the tap position. Combination of the matrix 
switch circuit 4 and ?xed delay line with taps 5 forms a 
beam steering means which determines direction of 
received ultrasonic beam. The variable attenuators 
21-29 of the variable aperture means 2, variable delay 
lines 3i-39 of the variable focus means 3 and each switch 
of matrix switch circuit 4 are respectively controlled by 
the aperture control signal, focus control signal and 
steering control signal sent from the control circuit not 
illustrated to determine the aperture, focus and azimuth 
angle for reception of ultrasonic echoes. V 
For the reception of ultrasonic wave echo of the one 

sound line, the aperture means 2 operates to gradually 
expand the small aperture around the center channel 15 
at the beginning of reception to a larger aperture with 
the aperture control signal, while the variable focus 
means 3 operates to gradually control the shortest focal 
distance at the beginning of the reception, namely the 

' longest delay time of the variable delay lines 31-39 to 
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2 
the longer focal distance, namely the shortest delay time 
of the variable delay lines 31-39 with the focus control 
signal. The matrix switch circuit 4 realizes beam steer 
ing in accordance with the direction of sound line of 
ultrasonic wave echo with the steering control signal. 
The received ultrasonic wave phase matching circuit of 
the present invention will be used for any types of ultra 
sonic diagnostic apparatus of the linear scanning type, 
sector scanning type and convex scanning type. 
Namely, in the linear scanning type and convex scan 
ning type ultrasonic diagnostic appartuses, the scanning 
of ultrasonic beam is realized by sequentially selecting 
the transducer element group of the ultrasonic probe 
connected to the channels 11-19 with the scanning 
switch and in the sector scanning type ultrasonic diag 
nostic apparatus, the scanning of ultrasonic beam is 
realized by controlling the beam steering with the ma 
trix switch 4. 

Here, the variable delay line 35 at the center of aper 
ture is the longest among the variable delay lines 31-39 
of the variable focus means 3 and the variable delay line 
groups 34-31 and 36-39 in both sides thereof sequentially 
become shorter as they become far from 'the center and 
thereby forming a variable “convex lens” for the aper 
ture as a whole. The variable delay lines 31-39 forming 
the "convex lens” are formed‘ by an LC circuit utilizing 
the fixed inductance element and variable capacitor but 
the variable delay line having excellent high frequency 
characteristic which may be realized by such LC circuit 
is capable of allowing only ?ve folds in maximum of 
variable range and providing the maximum delay time 
of about 1 us. Therefore, the variabale focus means 3 
can realize variable range of focus, for example, of 20 
mm- 100 mm which is insufficient for covering the focus 
from the region near the surface of the object to the 
deeper region thereof. Moreover, it is essential to make 
as larger as possible the maximum value of aperture for 
obtaining equalized resolutionup to the deeper region 
of object. In this case, however, the shortest focal dis 
tance which may be realized by the variable focus 
means 3 becomes longer and‘ focusing is now impossible 
for the shallow region of object. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is therefore an object of the present invention to 
provide a received ultrasonic phase matching circuit 
which utilizes variable delay lines of short delay times 
as the structural elements of the variable focus means 
having a larger aperture and realizes uniform focusing 
from the region near the surface of object to the deeper 
region thereof. 
The received ultrasonic phase matching circuit of the 

present invention comprises variable attenuators con 
trolled individually and variable delay lines individually 
controlled to provide the same maximum delay time 
respectively for a plurality of receiving channels form 
ing the maximum aperture to receive the ultrasonic 
wave echoes and is characterized in forming a variable 
aperture by controlling the variable attenuator, forming 
distribution of delay times for focusing in the aperture 
using the variable delay line belonging to the aperture 
and adding and combining the receiving signals delayed 
by these variable delay lines in the beam stearing means. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a conceptional structural diagram of an 
embodiment of the present invention; 
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FIG.,2A ris‘a diagram indicating distribution of delay . 
times‘ formed in the aperture by the variable focus ‘ 
means; 
FIG. 2B is a diagram indicating the variable range of 

focusformed by the variable focus means; and . 
FIG.‘ 3 Iisa conceptional structuraldiagram of the. 

prior art. 

BEST MODE FOR CARRIN‘G OUT THE ‘ 
' INVENTION‘ 

The. conceptional structural diagramof an embo.di-; 
mentof the present invention .is shownin FIG. .1. In 
FIGUI, thetreceiving signals of ‘individual transducer‘ 
elements of ultrasonic trasducer array, not illustrated are 
supplied to a pluralityjof channels h-mgforming the 
maximum aperture in relation to the reception :of ultra~ 
sonic echoes of the one sound line and the receiving. 
signal of each channel is ampli?ed ‘respectively by the 
preampli?ers 1114110. Here, the number of ‘channels 
forming‘ the maximum aperture is set‘to 10 for conve 
nience‘ of the explanation and it is not limited thereto. 
The signals ampli?ed by ‘the preampli?ers 111-1110 are 
input‘ to the .submatrix switches v121-125iin pairs and 
delayed and combined into the one receiving signal in . 
the subdelay lines 131-135. The output signals of sub 
delay lines 131435 are ‘attenuated by a plurality of vari 
able attenuators‘ 141445’ forming a variable aperture 
means, delayed .by a plurality of ‘variable delay lines 
15145.51 forming a variable focus meansancl then ‘input 
respectively to a plurality of. input linesof the matrix 
switch circuit 4.%This circuitiis similar to that of the 
prior art; ‘Namely, thisimatrix switch circuit 4 comprises 
therein a plurality ‘of input lines extending in ‘horizontal; 
and a pluralityof output lines extending. in vertical, has . 
switches arranged ,atthe intersecting points of such 
input lines and output lines and is designed to connect 
the desired‘ input linesito the selected output linesby‘ 
controlling the ON and OFF conditions of the switches. 1 
A ‘plurality of output lines of matrix switch circuit 4 are 
respectively connected tothe taps of fixed delayline 5 
having a plurality oftaps. The received signal ofa plu~ 
rality of channels ‘canibe input to the desired taps of the 
fixed delay line 5 by controlling the ON and OFF con-i \ 
ditions of the switches of matrix switch ‘circuit 4. From : 
the output ends of delay lineS, ‘the signals inputto the . 
taps are output with addition of the delay times corre 
sponding to the tap positions. Combination of matrix 
switch circuit ‘Land ?xed delay lines‘ 5 with taps‘ forms 
the beam steering ‘means which determines direction of 
the received ultrasonic‘ beamrThe variable attenuators 
141445 of ‘the variable aperture means, variable delay 
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lines 151-155 of variable focus means and switches of ‘ 
matrix ‘switch circuit 4 are controlled by the control 
signals applied from the control circuit not illustrated‘ in i 
order to determine ‘aperture, focus and ‘azimuth angle 
for reception of ultrasonic echoes. The control signals 
of variable attenuators 1414451 of variable aperture 
means are applied individually as the digitalsignals and i 
are converted to analog signals by the D/A converters 
161-165 for use as the control signal. The control signals 
of‘ variable delay lines l5l-l55iof variable focus means 
are also applied individually as the digital signals and. 
are converted into analog signals by the D/A convert 
ers 1711-175 for use as the control signal. The matrix 
switch circuit 4 conducts beam steering depending on 
the direction of sound line of ultrasonic echoes with the 
steering control signal. Like theprior art,‘ the received 
ultrasonic phase matching circuit can also be .usedin 
commonin the linear scanning type, sector scanning, 

type and convex scanning type ultrasonic diagnostic, 
apparatuses. 
For the reception of ‘ultrasonic wave echo of the one i 

sound line, the aperture means 2 operates to gradually 
‘ expandthe small aperture around the center channels. 
15‘, 16 atithe beginning of reception to a larger aperture 
withithe aperture control signal, while theivariable ‘ 
focus means 3 operates to gradually control the shortest‘ ‘ 
focal‘distance corresponding'to a small aperture atithe 
beginning of ‘the reception, to the longerfocaldistance 
corresponding to the expanded aperture signal. 

Here, the variable. delay lines 151.~15.51of variable 
focus means have the same maximum delay time and are 
all structured by the LCcircuit utilizing a fixed‘ induc-‘ 
tance element and variable capacitance element. ‘The 
variable :delay line ‘having ‘excellent high ‘frequency 
characteristic which may be realized by such LC circuit 
ensures themaximum variable range of five folds and‘ 
the maximum delay time'of about 1 us. However, since i 
a delay time ‘may be controlled respectively ‘for the 
variable delay lines 151-155; ‘the delay time of the vari 
able delay lines belonging to; the aperture in respective 
timings can be controlled from the. maximum'value to 
minimum ‘value in accordance with the aperture which 
gradually changes with time from the beginning of the 
reception.‘Accordingly, when the aperture is minimum 
in the ‘beginning of reception, the delay time can be ‘ 
distributed tothe minimum value. from the. maximum 5 
value within the range of such aperture. This condition 
is indicated by the curve 11 in FIG. 2A. .In‘ the FIG, 2A, 
distribtion of delay time of aperture is‘ indicated‘ by ‘ 
plotting the aperture in ‘the‘vertical direction and the ‘ 
delay time in :the horizontal direction. Thereby, when . 
the aperture is. in the :rninimum condition, the focal. 
distance can be set to extremely smallvalue and the. 
focusing can be‘ made to the region near the surface of ' 
object. When the aperture is expanded, ‘distribution of ‘ 
delay ‘time can be determined adequately in the respec-: 
tive rangesofaperture and thereby the focusing can be 
made in. accordance with respective apertures. ‘For the 
maximum aperture, the focusing can also be made, for 
example, by settingdistribution of delay time like the 
curve 12‘. FIG. 2B indicates‘such‘changes of aperture 
and focusing and, it can be understood therefrom‘that. . 
the focusing range can be expanded to the region near ‘ 
the surface of object to the deeper region. 

While ‘the present invention hasvbeen described with 
respect to a best mode thereof, it is to be understood i 
that the present'invention is not limited thereto in any‘ 
way but covers‘ any and all changes and modi?cations 
which will become possible within thescope of the 
claim. 
What is claimedliszt 
1. Aireceived ultrasonic phase‘matching circuit comw r 

prising variable attenuators which are provided respec 
tively to a plurality of receiving channelsforming a 
maximum aperture for. reception of ultrasonic echoes r. 
and individually controlled, variable ‘delay lines of the 
equal maximum delay time ‘which are ‘provided to a 
plurality of‘ receiving ‘channels forming the‘ maximum‘ 
aperture for reception of ultrasonic echoes and individ-‘ 
ually. controlled and a beam steering means for adding 
and combining receiving signals respectively delayed 
by these variable‘ delay lines, characterized in that a 
variable aperture is formed by said variable attenuators 
and distribution of delay timesfor focusing in the aper: 
ture is formed using only said variable delay lines be 
longing to said aperture. 
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